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TRANSCRIPTION

[00:01]
TW:

Today’s date is Friday, February the 25th, 2022. My name is Todd Welch from the Merrill-Cazier
Library Special Collections and Archives. This is another oral history interview for the USU
Covid Collection Project. This morning I am interviewing Mr. Alan Andersen, USU’s Executive
Director for Dining Services.
Good morning.

AA:

Good morning, how are you?

TW:

Very good.

AA:

Good.
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TW:

Mr. Andersen, let’s get started by you having us tell us a little bit about how you came to USU,
and a little bit about your background, as well as when you became the Executive Director of
Dining Services?

AA:

Sure, sure. Well I came up here to USU, originally, back in ’84 (probably) to go to school. And
started in Civil Engineering (of all things); I went two years as Civil Engineering, and somewhere
along the lines I started bussing tables at our Sizzler restaurant downtown, and quickly moved up
into management. I ended up changing my degree to business. And in that time, I’ll never forget
the day when a gentleman – one of my waitresses came over to me and says, “Alan, we’ve got a
problem at table 22.” I said, “Oh great,” you know, “hair in the food? What is going on?”
Went over there, and Wayne Smith (who is the Associate Vice President of Business and
Finance) was there. And the first thing he said, he says, “How are your benefits here?” [Laughs] I
was taken aback. And over the course of the next year I met with him several times, and he kind
of recruited me. And the opportunity came up, so I came up to Utah State University in ’89, and
started my career here.
I was originally in the catering department in the Carousel Square back in the day. Then I, about a
year later, took over the Hub. And as part of my management of the Hub, we remodeled the Hub
into what it is today – as we took over where the bowling alley was and everything. And by the
way, this is a few years ago. And then worked my way up into Assistant Director, Director –
pretty much worked everywhere, as I worked my way up.
And then I got called, actually, to active duty in Iraq, and spent some time in Iraq. And then
actually took on the Executive Director role that I have now, in 2007, when I came back from
Iraq, after my last tour of Iraq. And so, since 2007, I have been in the Executive Director.

[02:17]
And by that, I mean some people don’t know what that is – I am over all the food on campus:
everything but Aggie Ice Cream, pretty much. So, we do all the concessions, we liaise for
vending, we have all the cafes, convenient stores; I’m over all the catering, all the dining halls.
So, yeah – that’s what I do for a living.
TW:

So, you touched on this a little bit – but could you describe a little bit more about the number of
food outlets, the number of employees, maybe the ratio of staff, versus student workers?

AA:

Sure.

TW:

And this is before Covid.

AA:

Yeah, sure; sure.
Before Covid, we had 16 locations open across campus. And at that point, we typically have (and
still do) about 25 full-time contract employees. And then we have up to, at any given time
(depending on how many hours students work) up to almost 500 student employees, at any given
time. So, we heavily, heavily rely on student employment. You know, we have our key
professionals running the show, and then we rely on student employees to really do most of the
work.
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And the reason – one of the things a lot of people don’t understand, and this plays a lot into some
of our challenges, is we are totally self-sufficient. We are a business on campus, people don’t
know that; they thing, you know, “I pay my tuition and you get some of that somehow.” But
yeah, so we’re totally independent, self-supportive, pay our own bills. And so, we have to behave
very much like a business downtown. The caveat is that we work for the university, and we also
provide a service to the students, faculty and staff at the university. So, we’ve got kind of those
two opposing forces that are constantly fighting against us.
[04:03]
Pre-Covid, we would just serve about 8,000 people a day across the board. That, of course,
dropped way down – and now, where we still haven’t come full circle, we are up to about 6,000
customers a day (as is now), and we’re down to 13 locations as we’ve regrouped and recovered.
TW:

What kind of revenue did you generate pre-Covid?

AA:

Pre-Covid – we were about just under $11 million in revenue, on an annual basis. And that’s –
where I started working here 32 years ago, we were at [$]4.6 [million], and now we’re up to
[laughs] almost [$]11 [million]. So, we’ve had some tremendous growth over the years. But yeah.

TW:

And do you manage any of the other food outlets in any of the statewide campuses around the
state?

AA:

We do not. We provide a lot of consulting services to Price (to Eastern Utah). We’ll go down
there typically anywhere from once to twice a year, and they’ll come up here anywhere from once
to twice a year. Mostly culinary.
When Price first came over to see us, to be part of Utah State, they were actually contracted out.
We went over and reviewed their books; yeah, we made some major, major changes back then
and spent that whole year a lot of time down there. And now it’s just kind of – they’re associates,
you know, they’re peers and we go down and help any way we can. And they’ll come up here,
and our chefs will show them some different techniques, and things like that. So, we have a great
relationship, but they don’t actually report to me in any way, shape or form.

TW:

And I imagine, having family that worked in food services, that you have food handling permits?

AA:

Sure.

TW:

And other things –

AA:

Sure, sure.

TW:

That happened pre-Covid –

AA:

Sure.

TW:

That they were required to go through?

AA:

Yeah. And there’s a couple of levels there – most managers, it’s a state law that requires that we
always have somebody on duty that has a certification called “Serve Safe.” And it’s a much more
extensive than food handler’s permits. It’s a day class, then you take some tests and stuff like that.
It covers a lot of things. And so, at any given time, every one of our operations has somebody on
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duty that has their Serve Safe. And then every employee has to go down through the Health
Department and get their food handler’s permits. And that’s also a requirement that we have those
on [??] – so, yeah.
[06:25]
TW:

So, where does the supply chain (pre-Covid) come from?

AA:

Okay. Because years ago, we used to have our own warehouse: we’d buy cases and we’d – you
know, you might put out a bid for a truckload of tomatoes or something like that – we were doing
it that way. We, probably 20 years ago, changed to what’s called single-source purchasing. And
so, now every three to five years we go out to bid; and we have several purveyors in the state of
Utah, that they come and put in a bid for. And we buy most of our food from one purveyor. Right
now, it’s US Foods, out of Clearfield. Pre-Covid, it was really 100% them, I mean, you know,
almost all them.
Post-Covid, we’ve had to branch out [laughs] because it’s just – the supply chain has really been
a challenge, you know? To this day, you know – we’re fortunate, because we’re very flexible in
what food we can serve, and things like that, in most cases – you know, in our dining halls and
everything. The franchises that we own are a little bit of a challenge, because it’s not flexible at
all; but fortunately, they do a lot of work in making sure the supply chain stays as whole as they
can.
One of the biggest challenges we have is catering, because a lot of people come to us in catering,
and they’ll say, you know, “I’d love to have this.” For example, just in a meeting yesterday we
were talking about somebody wanted gouda cheese – we can’t get gouda cheese right now. And
know, it’s just – and the challenge is, you know, this week we may be able to get it, next week we
can’t. It’s just been crazy.
And paper goods – paper good, and a lot of things like that has been one of our biggest
challenges, as far as getting them. And then on top of that, prices have just gone through the roof.
Our number one thing that we buy is a random case of chicken, and it went up, from October, it
went up 164% in price [laughs] – yeah, that was the worst one. We’re expecting this year loan to
be in the 13% range price increases, overall. So, some challenges, post-Covid, for sure. I would
love to say post-Covid – I guess, we can’t really quite say post-Covid yet.

[08:40]
TW:

We go back to March of 2020, and the initial outbreak of Covid – what were your memories, or
what were the immediate effects on dining services?

AA:

It was very interesting, because I remember – I believe when it really hit, and where the
university first got excited about things – I was actually off that day. And I’ll never forget: my
Associate Director called me, she says, “Y just called, and they’re freaking out over this, and
what do we do? What do we do?” I says, “Well first off, just breathe, relax a minute.”
And then it was interesting, because as we started looking at when it first started out, the main
direction that we were getting – and I used to joke about this, because people would say, “Well
what are you doing in dining services?” And I says, “Well the direction we’ve been given is if
people come to work sick (with temperatures, and things like that) we send them home.” And I
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kind of smile and says, “Oh, wait a minute – we’ve always done that.” And then I say, “And
we’ve also been directed to wash our hands a lot, you know, any contamination, really wash our
hands a lot.” And I said, “Oh, wait a minute – we always do that.” [Laughs]
You know, so it was interesting: a lot of the direction we were given, you know, cover your
mouth when you cough, and different stuff like that – a lot of the direction we were given as a
public, and as Utah State University, dining services has always done just because of the nature of
the business we’re in. And so, I’ll never forget, for the first little while, everyone goes, “What are
you doing different in dining services?” And I’d say, “Well, not a lot, I’ll be honest with you.”
Because, you know, we’re paying more attention, and probably amping up our game on cleaning
services, amping up our game on, you know, making sure – we started doing things like taking
temperatures, and things like that. You know, we had questionnaires we used to have to keep on
file. When employees come to work, every employee had to report in, have their temperature
taken, we’d ask them a list of questions – and that was before they went to work.
And so, we kind of did what we’ve always done, kind of amped up our game a little bit. You
know, really focused on hand washing – even more so than we ever had before. Because there
was a lot of, you know, err on the side of caution, really, is what was going on at that time. And
so, at first, that’s really what it was. It was just kind of take what we were already doing – being
that we are in the business of controlling food-borne illness (mostly), and just amping up our
game and being more cognitive of it, more aware of it, and taking it more serious.
[11:25]
TW:

So, at any point did you close down some of your sites? Or did you close them all down?

AA:

We actually did. It really came down to – we kind of went through a phase. And we went through
different things kind of came and happened. And it was very interesting with us, because we had
several rulers, if you may. We were taking direction from a lot of different directions.
We had the board at the Health Department – not on campus, the Bear River Health Department,
and their food safety side was issuing all kind of mandates: you need to do this, you need to do
that. The temperature thing came from them, that we had to have these logs in place. Some social
distancing things, as far as that, came from them. And then we would get direction from the
safety community on the other side, and different things.
So, we were in this balancing act of we’ve got the CDC saying stuff, we’ve got the Health
Department saying stuff, and we’ve got, you know, our leaders at Utah State saying stuff. And we
kind of had to take those, and really identify the highest level that we could go to among, you
know, that direction. And so, it really came down to, you know, from the washing and all that, to
the masks, and then plexiglass was the next really, really big thing. And we put plexiglass
everywhere: we hung plexiglass, and we put it around every place we can, just to get that
decrease.
But the biggest challenge we had was not necessarily our guest interaction, because we could
control that pretty good – our biggest challenge was our employees. Because the way we do our
business, and there’s no getting around it, we have close proximity to each other. I can’t make
work stations with plexiglass. And so, I got a lot of push from my bosses saying, “You’ve got to
separate your employees.” I can’t, you know, I can’t – there’s a food bar here.
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And so, we had to balance customer service and speedy service with trying to keep our
employees as separate as possible. And I had to really watch on that. Because you know, I can
take a sandwich line, for example, and only put one person on it to make sure my employees
aren’t next to each other; but that’s going to really slow down the process of making sandwiches
in Subway.
[13:45]
And so, we always had that conundrum, where we try to balance the safety of our employees, and
safety of customers with customer service. Because there is still an expectation of customer
service. So, that was on our side. And you know, we watched masks, we did everything we
possibly could there.
But then on the customer side, we had some other challenges. And that was mostly trying to keep
social distance going on as appropriate. You know, and we put everything from stickers on the
floors, and you know, we eliminated a lot of our tables. We probably cut our tables down to about
two-thirds of what our maximum capacity was in most of areas – just took the tables completely
out. Fewer chairs at each table that were remaining. We really cut down seating to try to get
people like that. And then we put signs on the floor to keep people social distancing.
But one of the things that came out very early on was we were not the mask police or the social
distance police. I couldn’t ask, you know, a teenage kid to tell the staff or faculty you couldn’t sit
there, or to put his mask on. So, it came early on that we couldn’t expect our employees to be the
mask police, or anything like that. And so, we were very, you know, we would request and say,
you know, “Can you put on a mask?” But that was interesting, is how you’ve got to move
[laughing].
So, we were very careful about that, and that was one of the challenges we did.
One of the things we came up with very early, and you’ll see this [coughs] – curious, I cough
when I talk a lot – I have an allergy in my throat.
We actually made stop signs that we put on every table – I’ll get you a copy of these. But they
were very unique. So, on one side they were the shape of a stop sign, and on one side was bright
red, and it said, “Stop! This table has not been clean and sanitized.” And then when you go clean
and sanitize it, we’d flip it over. And the other side, you know, said, “You’re welcome to sit here.
Please, when you leave, flip this over.” And it was amazing how effective that was. Just
something as simple as that gave us the opportunity –
[16:13]
Because we have, especially with the decrease in seating, you know, people are always looking
for a seat – it was so hard to get our people out there, sanitize a table before somebody else took
the table. But it was very impressive to watch people respect those signs. And that was one of the
things that was very successful, as far as that goes. You know, we had a lot more man power out
there, as far as that goes, to clean the tables and do things like that. But those little stop signs was
one of the most effective things we did, they really were. And we were, you know, very happy
about that.
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And so, we went through that process. And then the president – we went really to offline, or kind
of not so many out there. And at that point, we really started looking at what kind of business
we’re going to be in. We started closing a lot of our operations. We’d been given the direction
from the President we weren’t going to layoff anybody. But there was a big, natural piece – it’s
the student side – almost naturally left and went home. You know, so that wasn’t really hard. It
was like we’d close an operation, and we’d try to give them work if they needed it. And most of
them said, “You know, I’m going home; it’s cool, I’m out of here.” And so, they left.
The biggest challenge really became the kids here on campus, on meal plans. And especially
where they weren’t necessarily a beginning, going to release them from their obligation from
financial – we couldn’t take that financial hit. So, one of our biggest challenges in our two dining
halls was to really find out a safe way to feed those kids: because they didn’t have kitchens,
there’s 1500 of them, and they didn’t have kitchens, they had meal plans. They rely on dining
services for food, and as part of their housing contract. So, that became our biggest challenge.
The rest was kind of providing a service to the campus community, and it wasn’t, you know, if
somebody couldn’t get their Subway sandwich, life went on. But these kids like that in the dining
halls, it was very important that we continue to feed them, and find safe and effective ways.
[18:16]
And so, starting we had capacities. We made sure that we didn’t put more people in there that we
could handle safely, based on, you know, the numbers – we looked at the CDC’s, some social
distancing with the tables. And so, there was times there we were counting in and counting out.
So, we started doing that. And then it got to the point where, and this was a direction actually
from – it was very interesting, because [laughs] I got in quite an argument with an attorney at the
time, because we were directed to do 100% takeout, okay? They didn’t want us in there, because
the governor had closed restaurants. And they said there will be no dining in any restaurants.
And my point to the attorney was, “Now listen: I understand the governor has said no dining in.
But let me tell you what we’re doing the second we do takeout. I can control – I can give them a
takeout container, they can go get their food and make them leave. But guess what they do? They
walk right outside and sit some place outside – they’re still going to go sit down, and they’re
going to go eat someplace else.” And so, my point to them, you know, unless you’re going to
have – for example, the Hub was open seating – it’s an open area. Or there’s all kinds of places:
TSC, the library open seating – they’re going to take their food and eat it somewhere.
And my point to them – I says, “I know the governor mandates this, but think about this:
logically, let’s let them sit down in here, where I control the cleanliness; where I keep them away
from each other; where I can do all this.” And the end mandate was – and I get it – that we were
told to do this by the governor, we’re going to do it. But in our case, it didn’t make sense. It was
contrary to the thought process of what we’re really trying to accomplish. So, unfortunately, some
of the mandates that came down were so broad in nature that they didn’t really accomplish what
people wanted to accomplish, because that situation.
[20:24]
Because like I said, much, much – it would have been so much safer to have students eat in my
dining halls, because in a controlled environment, then to just say, “Take your takeout.” Because
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you would – and I told them [laughs] – you would walk out the TSC, and they would all be sitting
on couches, and sitting in the hallway, or down in the Hub, you know? And it got to where we
blocked all the Hub off, we did everything we possibly could to keep people out.
And then, I don’t know if you remember, we had designated dining areas for a while?
TW:

Um-hmm.

AA:

And you weren’t supposed to have food any place else. And so, we had big signs up saying, “This
is a designated dining area.” And things like that, to control it. And so, it was very interesting,
you know, because it seemed like, you know, we were trying to do our best to accomplish the end
goal (as we saw it), but we did get a lot of direction that seemed very counter-intuitive to what we
were trying to accomplish.
You know, I’ll give you another funny story. Back to taking temperatures – so, taking
temperatures: you know, there’s no way we’re going to stick something in everybody’s mouth
when they came in. So, we had these temperatures, yeah. I’m pretty sure I was dead the entire
time, because I don’t think I ever took a temperature above 92 [laughs]. You know?
And it was funny, because I would come in – and at my age, they would come in, and I was
mandatory, I had my temperature taken. They said, “Do you have any symptoms? Are you
coughing? Do you have a fever? Blah, blah, blah, blah, blah.” I says, “Yeah, I cough all the time,
because I have an allergy in my throat.” I had all the symptoms all the time. But the funniest thing
was, you know, one of the things they’re looking at, “Have you lost your taste or smell?” I
haven’t been able to smell since Iraq. I’ve lost my smell a long time ago [laughing].
So, I had every single symptom that would send my home, every single day – and I never, ever
got Covid [laughs]. So, it was very interesting, some of the things we did. We just kind of
chuckled and went on. And you know, but we did catch people that, you know, they would come
in and we’d ask them questions, and we’d send them home. So, we were much more deliberate by
doing that every day. But it got kind of humorous, because everybody coming in.

[22:28]
Or you could – the funny thing too, is if you wanted to go home, you could go hang out to the
grill a little bit – you could easily get your temperature up 100 degrees [laughing], just hanging
out at the grill, and run over and take your temperature. And so, there was a lot of that, you know,
stuff going on.
And then one of the things that was really frustrating to me was, especially the mask mandate –
we followed that strictly. And that’s something really hard to do – and people don’t understand
the impact on like a chef that has to wear a mask all day long. That’s really hard. You know, most
people they’d wear it when they go outside and be in public, then they’d go home, or they sit in
their office and be able to take it off. Chefs are in the kitchen all day long – they wore it all day
long. And it was really hard.
And then it turned around, and we would always have somebody that was the self-declared mask
czar, to the point where they would take pictures any time a chef would take their mask down to
breathe, or to sample food – and send it to the safety committee. And then they’d be in trouble,
and I would be in trouble. And we would go through all this.
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And one of the situations that occurred is, because it went up through the system, and the
Associate Vice President for Student Services contacted me – and he and I go way back (known
him for years) –
TW:

Right.

AA:

And he says, “I’ve got a major concern, Alan.” He says, “If you have chefs without masks on, at
any time,” he says, “that’s really serious, because they’re handling food and stuff like that.”
And then I went back and I looked at the CDC, and I says, “Eric,” (well I shouldn’t use his name)
[laughs], but I says, “Let me explain to you, this is not a food-borne illness.” I says, “I could
literally,” and I quoted from the CDC, I gave him page and articles of the CDC announcement, I
says, “Literally, Eric, I could cough on the food if I had Covid, feed it to somebody, they’re not
going to get it that way. It’s not a food-borne illness, it’s airborne.” And so, there’s a lot of
misperceptions there. He never responded to that email, he just let it go.

[24:40]
So, there’s a lot of misperceptions about a lot of different things that were challenges for us. I
hated the way it turned employees against each other sometimes. One was religiously wearing
their mask, and somebody took it off for a minute, or had their nose showing, or – the whole
mask-wearing thing was [laughing]. And then the masks people wear: somebody would have a
bandana on, the other person would have – oh my gosh, it just [laughs].
You’ll laugh, because when this first came out, and I was on board – I decided, I said, “We are
going to make this part of our uniform, and we’re going to brand our masks.” You know, and it
became that thing, you know? And so, we had dining services masks that we would give our
employees and stuff, we went down that whole road. But after a while it became apparent that
masks were now a fashion statement, and they were going to wear [laughing] what they we were
going to wear [laughs]. And so, we went down that road.
So, anyway, we went all down through that. And so, we fed them – most of the students – they
were all takeout. We got to where we couldn’t do any seating. Most of our restaurants, our cafes
and stuff were already takeout, that didn’t matter. But our dining halls, we drastically changed our
service style to takeout. Our catering completely, pretty much, shut down: we just shut down our
catering.
But at the same time, catering took on a whole new role. And I call it “Door Dash on steroids.”
So, I don’t know if you’re familiar with this, but any student that lived on campus, that was either
quarantined or isolated, would be fed a meal three times a day. And we were delivering it to their
door, to their apartment – wherever they were. And so, now – the biggest it ever got – we got up
to 400 meals three times a day, at some point. And that became a real challenge.
And understand, we’re asking these employees – and it went kind of back and forth a little bit
from our employees, because we had employees that were really concerned. So, here we’re
saying, “Take this food to the door of somebody that has this deadly disease, and give it to them.”
You know? And there were some concerns there, you know: both from me protecting my
employees, and employees and stuff.
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So, we had to go through very rigorous protocol about, you know, how we would do it. We would
leave it, text them – and we had to develop all these new systems. And that whole thing, you
know, that was quite a process to where it would go from the Cares team, to find out who of them
needed to be fed, where they were, and when we could get the food to them, and when they came
off and went on. And it really became quite a process. And we were able to make it pretty
efficient, pretty doggone fast.
[27:33]
The craziest one we had was when they took a whole building down. I don’t know if you
remember when they were testing sewage output in the housing?
TW:

Uh-huh.

AA:

And at one point, they took an entire building down: bam. And so, we went from – I think at that
time we were about 50, to suddenly we had this one building – there was over 300 people in that
building, and they all had to be fed, because they quarantined the building. And so, that changed
everything. And so, we had to go there and [laughing] feed them. But it was interesting. It was
good, in a way, because it provided a revenue stream for our catering team, you know, because
we weren’t doing any functions. But the Covid money was there to pay for meals – so, we didn’t
have to absorb that. And so, it did actually give us quite a decent revenue stream.
But I’ll tell you what, you know, three times a day, making to-go meals for 300-plus people –
that’s taxing on a culinary team. It is very – and it’s seven days a week; this isn’t take Saturday
and Sunday off, and have a nice weekend. These guys were seven days a week, and we’d have
people in there, a team. And you know, I spent a few Saturdays and Sundays making sandwiches
and salads.
And we provide them one hot – so, you know, breakfast was more kind of a typically a
continental type, you know, where we’d deliver them some yogurt, and then some juices and
bagels, and different stuff like that – a good breakfast. And then lunch, we would deliver them
sandwiches or salads (depending). And then dinner would be a hot meal.
And then you throw on top of that – we’ve got all the dietary restrictions. And so, now not only
are we delivering food to the doorsteps of 300-400 people, now we’ve got to figure out which
ones of them are gluten-free, and lactose-free, and can’t eat this, and can’t eat that – make sure
we get that right food to the right door, and to the right person.

[29:32]
And I’ll tell you what – kudos to my team. They really kicked it. Because you know, it sounds
easy, “Yeah, we’ll just feed these people.” And that was one of the things that was interesting,
you know – we had the safety team – bless their heart, they were meeting every day, you know?
But a level of frustration (and I saw it in a lot of people) that never left campus was that, here they
saw a lot of people working from home: they were never on campus. We were always on campus.
You know, I remember during – there was a certain time I’d walk in the hallway, and there was
me and – in our entire floor, there was me and the security officer. And as I would walk in the
morning, I’d yell at the top of my lungs, I’d yell, “Marco!” And he’d [laughing] yell back,
“Polo!” And we’d go to work.
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But it became very – I think they were envious, or it was frustrating to have people that were
sitting home, in their office, making rules for those of us that were on the frontlines, you know?
It’s easy for you to say, “Wear your mask all the time,” because you’re not [laughs]. And that
became, it became very envious.
And it wasn’t just in my department; you know, I saw other departments: custodial teams and
stuff that were real frustrated, because their leadership was sitting at home, making rules and
sending them emails. And these kids were there every day, you know, with the mask on, and
being with it. And not only that, but back then it was, you know, they were cleaning the surfaces,
they were heavily exposed to what, at that time, was considered a major transmission source –
you know, it turned out surfaces weren’t that big of a deal; but at that point it was. And there was
so much, you know –
And so, here we’ve got leadership sitting at home, and the kids are on the frontline putting
themselves in danger all the time. And I saw a lot of animosity there; a lot of, you know, “This
isn’t right,” you know? That they’re home making rules and forcing us to be on the frontlines and
do the stuff. And that was frustrating. I saw a lot of that; a lot of morale issues, a lot of employees
that just got wore down, you know?
[31:40]
TW:

So, if we fast forward –

AA:

Okay?

TW:

To the Fall semester, 2021 –

AA:

Okay?

TW:

And we re-populate –

AA:

Okay.

TW:

Campus –

AA:

Okay.

TW:

What did that look like? What were the biggest concerns and challenges for dining services?

AA:

Let me then go back to Spring of 2021. Once again, we’re talking 4000-500 student employees –
and they don’t just come out of thin air. In a typical year, we would have probably about 50-60%
of our employees return from Spring to Fall. We would also hire a lot of incoming freshmen to
work for us all summer long. So, we would recruit all summer long in different things: whether
it’s orientation, a lot of different – we took every opportunity we could to recruit employees. So,
when we hit the ground running in the Fall semester, we had our people in place.
Spring 2021, we had maybe 100 employees on staff. So, now we’ve gone from 400 employees on
staff, which will carry over, to 100 employees on staff – of those, maybe 50 or 60 are going to
return. Then add on top of that, we have no summer conferencing at all. Orientation has gone to a
lot online. So, we don’t have the access to students and their families. We used to hire hundreds
and hundreds of kids during spring or summer orientation – we lost all of that.
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And so, we get on into July and August and we’re short: we don’t have the bodies to open this
place up. And nobody cares – they want their sandwich [laughs], you know? We literally opened
up in the Fall – and this is one of the biggest challenges we had – we opened up in the Fall [phone
ringing] 150 employees short. And we were – believe it or not – one of the good ones, you know?
Some of my colleagues, like BYU opened up 500 employees short. I know Boise opened up 300
employees short.
And it was not easy – that was really tough, because you’ve got to take a look and say, “Okay,”
you know, we just didn’t open – some places we just didn’t open up. We just said, “You know,
we’re going to prioritize what needs to be open, what doesn’t.” Once again, with the priority
focus being on students that had meal plans. And then secondary, was the occasional lunch and
stuff like that. So, we were really focused on our dining halls and got them up and running in a
good way.
But even at that, we couldn’t open up all our operations in our dining halls. You know, and even
to this day, you know, when we opened up in January, we still had to get that turnover.
[34:19]
And then on top of that – so, we’re short employees: that was probably the biggest challenge we
had, we’re short on employees. So, we’re short on employees; and then the employees we do
have – we’re still dealing with this Covid thing. And realize – you know, I’ve got Luke’s Family
Café over there, you know? I’ve got four employees, total, in that café. Well if one is exposed, or
one tests positive – they’re all down, they’re gone. Just, boom.
And so, because of the proximity of how we work together, it became a real challenge that if one
person, in one location tested positive, we would lose an entire location. We could lose entire
kitchens; we could lose my entire culinary team, in a place that feeds 2,000 people a day, because
they all work in close proximity. And we had to be very careful, and we had to do a little bit –
Because the system was in place (and it’s a good system, and it was very proactive) – the system
was in place that somebody tested positive, they would say, “Okay, who have you been in recent
close contact with?” We had to be a little careful, and take a little bit of responsibility ourselves,
who we told the Cares team that we had close contact with. And it led to us being very careful
about who we had close contact with. We would do everything we possibly could, you know?
I literally – if somebody came to see me, I would stay six feet away, you know? My office – they
were in a chair over there, and I was very – because we knew the rules: 15 minutes over 24 hours.
I mean, I could tell you – I was very intentional about how close I came to people, and how often.
And we just had to be that way, because you could take out all of dining services in one case of
Covid.
And so, we were very careful, you know. And so, we had to balance the safety factor in making
sure that if we felt somebody was exposed, that they were also quarantined. But we couldn’t be as
liberal as some people would have liked us to be, because we would have been shut down almost
every week, all the time. And even at that we lost Subway for a week; we lost Café Ibis for a
week; we lost Luke’s. We lost several operations. You know, when you’ve got 15 employees in a
location, and a number of them down with quarantine. It is what it is, you know?
[36:48]
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But fortunately, staff, and faculty, and students – when the sign went up that says, “We apologize
for any inconvenience,” they got it. There was never a pushback that said, you know, “I can’t
believe you guys didn’t stay open.” There was never a pushback. And so, that was good there. So,
that was the employee side. [Laughs]
[Chatting and laughing about something unrelated]
So, that’s the employee side – the challenges we had there, as far as getting mostly student
employees; our full-timers were good.
But if I may, let me get back a little in the summer time. So, now I’ve got a culinary team, you
know, I’m paying them. And it’s not that – they don’t want to just go home and hang out. What
are we going to do? What are we going to have the teams do?
So, we did some things – we rebranded four of our locations, did a lot of work there. We used the
– what is it? LinkedIn Learning; did a lot of things there. We did some cleaning, we did some
planning; we did a lot of R&D on food, and different things like that. But that’s hard to tell a chef
that, you know, we don’t need you to cook, but I need you to put in eight hours a day [laughing],
you know?
TW:

Did you have, or were you approached to redeploy any of your workers to do anything else
around campus?

AA:

We did a little bit of that, just not very much; just very, very little. I had some of my employees
that helped out with testing, that we put them into the testing teams. In fact, one of my catering
employees, one of my catering supervisors was the lead on the mobile testing team. In fact, that
whole team was pretty much made of dining services employees. And those were mostly
customer service – the managers on the front end. You know?
So, we did what we could, but at some point, you just had to realize, you know, we weren’t going
to get any productivity. And kudos to the university: we didn’t lay people off, we took care of
them, you know? But that was one of my biggest concerns as we went in – I didn’t want to see
lives really damaged, you know? And so, that was really good.

[39:05]
So, back to Fall – we come in, and now Fall 2022, we’re facing these numbers: this shortage of
supply. We can’t get food, we can’t get paper products. And what we can get, prices are absurd,
it’s ridiculous. We’re watching prices go up faster than we can adjust. And once again, back to
the fact, we’ve got to be financially sound.
Oh, let me step back to the employee side – one thing I drastically forgot: we’re hiring, and
there’s a labor shortage. And I define the labor shortage as, we have a market of people that work
for me. We hire at minimum wage: $7.25 an hour. And we open a job, we get 100-115 applicants
every time, no problem at all.
So, we had this applicant pool. But unfortunately, up a couple of applicant pools up, as far as
what they’re making, they were getting paid to not work. And so, what we saw was a transition:
the employees that used to work for me – well, employees that were maybe up a grade, that didn’t
work for me, were now filling those higher-paid slots that the people that were sitting at home
because the government paid them not to work.
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So, now my employees – the people I used to be able to hire for $7 an hour were being enticed by
the $15 an hour jobs, because the $15 an hour jobs had left for the $20 an hour jobs – left a big
void down here. And so, you saw Subways, and all the places – they were hiring off the street for
$15 an hour, with $50-100 sign-on bonuses, with all these things.
And so, we’re sitting in a situation where, wow! We’ve got to do something; because we would
hire somebody – you know, the few people that we were able to recruit, and interview, and hire –
we would hire them and a week later they would say, “I took a job at Subway for five dollars
more an hour.” And you can’t blame them, you know?
[41:04]
And so, we actually ended up increasing our hourly wage to $10 an hour. So, if you think about
it: 500 employees, you know, that’s $2.75, on the average, raise – that cost us (this year alone), it
will cost us close to $100,000 in added wages that we’ve got to somehow recoup, because of the
situation we were faced with.
I love I can pay my employees more, but I can’t absorb that – I don’t have the capability to
absorb that. So, you’re talking – at the same time we’re seeing massive inflation, I’m seeing labor
shortages, and I’ve had to increase my labor, my costs – and I have no choice but to pass that on,
you know, at some serious increases. Which we never like to do, but you just have to; you know,
there’s just no choice. And we’ve done that. We’ve done some price increasing.
But it’s been interesting, as I track it – I mean, people are still buying: they get it. And that’s one
of the good things, is that I think – and you know, as you look at all around, all in all, the
university, the state, everybody kind of came together around Covid. It’s like we’re all in this
together, we understand that there’s impacts, and different things are being impacted different
ways. Bad decisions were made, good decisions were made. But we seem to be a lot more
amenable to bad decisions [laughs], I think, because of the situation we’re in.
So, that is where we were Fall 2021, is we were facing labor shortages, we’re facing supply
shortages. The labor we could hire, we had to hire for a lot more. The food or product we could
get in, we were paying a lot more for it (because of supply and demand). And that’s how we went
through all of fall. And we’re still dealing with it – the labor things have settled out; we’re still
paying $10 an hour (we’re not going back). But food is still a challenge. Food is still a challenge,
it’s still going up. The shortages are still out there. Like I said, a lot of paper goods.
[43:11]
You know, you go down to Maverik today and their pretty Maverik cups are not there – they’re
plain cups, because they can’t get them logoed. You know, there are so many things you can’t
get. It’s as simple as uniforms: I can’t get – I talked to my uniform supplier, and he’ll tell me –
you know, I want to buy nice polos for my employees, and he says one day on I can tell you that
polo is available, the next day it won’t be. And the next day it’s available again. He says it’s such
an up and down and all over the place. And that’s what we’re dealing with food too. You know,
gouda cheese – who would have thought I can’t get gouda cheese. Buffalo fingers, like the
chicken fingers, buffalo wings – they’re almost non-existent. And who would have thunk, you
know? [Laughs]
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So, those are the challenges that we’re facing right now with our organization. We’re slowly
getting back into catering, which has been good. You know, we pulled down plexiglass, there’s
no longer the mask mandate. We have employees that wear masks – and that’s what we tell them,
we say, “We highly recommend masks,” but we can’t make them wear masks.
And that’s been hard on some of our customers saying, “Why aren’t your employees wearing
masks?” Well, the governor says we can’t mandate it; we can recommend it, but we can’t
enforce. You know, if they want to wear masks, they will; and we have employees that do, and
we have employees that don’t. And that’s okay.
So, we’re starting to settle in. We still have the hits. It’s interesting, these last few variants have
hit my full-time staff harder than the other ones. The other ones really hit – for some reason
students were really getting hit. But I’ve lost more full-time staff this past semester, due to Covid,
than I did before, which I don’t know why. I have no idea why. It’s just really odd. But, yeah.
TW:

So, I don’t know if we can say that there’s an end in sight, but how do you feel – what’s the next
stage for dining services, if you were to look into your crystal ball, of a year from now, two years
from now? Where would dining services likely be?

[45:27]
AA:

I think we’re going to take lessons learned a lot. I think, for example, is I design a restaurant now,
I’m going to realize that I don’t want to pack my seating in. Where you used to have x square
footage per person, I think we’re going to up those, just so we’re kind of ahead of that game. I
think we’re going to continue to be more conscientious about hand washing, and more than
anything, probably sick.
We’ve become hyper vigilant about anybody that’s got the sniffles or anything like that. And
that’s Covid or not, that’s a good way to be with the flu, with the cold season, with everything,
you know? I think masks are going to be more of a – people are going to wear them when they
get sick; which is, I think, a good thing. If you’ve got the sniffles, but you feel like you can come
to work, then wear a mask, and that’s okay. In fact, that shows respect for other people.
And so, I think that’s going to continue to happen, I think that’s going to be a business decision:
that people will always have masks available, where before, masks were unheard of. You know,
so I think we’ll see a lot of that going on.
As far as the food goes, hopefully that will level out at some point, and supply issues will level
out. We’ve got to stay on top of that. That’s probably our biggest challenge, is making sure that
our prices – we can stay on top and make the money, do what we need to, to reinvest in our
operations.
I think we’re becoming more, because as money has tightened up here on campus, we’ve become
more business-focused, and less service-focused, you know? I’ll give you an example: Luke’s
Café, over here, the Luke’s Family Café on the Quad over there – we’re open 11-2. We used to be
open from eight o’clock in the morning, until seven o’clock at night.

TW:

Um-hmm.

AA:

You know? And we are now, in fact, we do a lot of analysis on every hour that we’re open, and
say, “Is it a productive hour?” Where it used to be, you know, we would be open for the five
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people that wanted to come in and get a cup of coffee in that half hour. But now, we’ve had to
say, “We’re not contributing to our fixed costs during those times.” And so, we’ve had to become
more business-focused because as our costs have increased, that is another way to not pass it onto
our end-user, is to take a look at where we are not profitable, we’re not successful and count our
hours down. But that’s service.
[47:50]
And you see that in the industry. I mean, how many restaurants have cut their hours down?
McDonalds (those little boogers), they’re sneaky little – excuse my language [laughs]. They’ve
gone to – they’ve realized real fast, they can open up their dining rooms: everybody has opened
up their dining rooms, but McDonalds hasn’t. Do you know why? Because they know they can
make a lot more money, they don’t need near the employees to run a drive through. And so, I
think you’re seeing – in my industry, in particular – you’re seeing a big push to different things.
There’s things like ghost kitchens that have been created. We’re looking at that as well. Where
you’ve got the capacity in your kitchen, but not in your dining room, because you’ve got less
seating in your dining room. And so, a lot of restaurants are making ghost kitchens.
So, out of a kitchen that maybe (say it’s Wingers) during the week – they also run a ghost kitchen
that only exists on social media, not even pickup. You go on there, and you order what you want
online, and it’s delivered by Door Dash or somebody, and most people don’t even know where it
comes from. And it’s very popular around the nation: these ghost kitchens that they’re making.
Some big-name food operations also have a ghost revenue stream.
So, it’s changed the way we do business; it definitely has done that [laughs]. You know,
unfortunately, we’re having to take a look at our service side, and cut back. And I guess it’s
actually a good thing if we can cut our hours and not raise our prices, that’s a good thing when
it’s all said and done. But we’ve got to make sure we still have that balance, and we’re taking
care of our faculty, students and staff.
Like the library here, even – you know, I’ve talked with your Dean, trying to look at extending
those hours; but you’re right, there’s a handful of people that would love to get a sandwich at
eight o’clock at night. But if I did that, then I’ve got to charge 50 cents more for everybody to get
a sandwich all day long, you know, to cover those ten people that want it at eight o’clock at night.
So, we’re making decisions like that. We’ll continue to make decisions like that. So, yeah
[laughs] – hang on.
TW:

So, you know, this has been a two-year journey so far. I can’t imagine, but could you speak to
maybe some of the professional stress that you, or your staff, or your students have experienced
during this time?

[50:09]
AA:

I think, really, when you’re in a situation like that, especially the unknowing, especially when it
first started we didn’t know, you know? There was so much unknown out there. And direction
was being changed so many times, you know? You start wondering what’s really going on, and
you know, there are a lot of conspiracy theories out there. And it just wears on you.
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And I saw a lot of my people that were so resilient, that were my leaders, executive chefs that
handled very stressful situations, just break down and need time, you know? I’ve never had so
many people take mental health days, just because, “I’ve got to get away, Alan. I’ve got to go; I
can’t do this.” You know? And as we’ve asked them to do different things, too, as they’ve had to
adjust their work, you know. I’ve got chefs now that are mostly responsible for culinary, for
example, the form right here. The person that runs that is actually one of my executive chefs now.
So, I’ve asked him to branch out; it’s been good for a quality side, and been some good things.
But there’s been some serious stress going on there.
And I think the biggest challenge, at least in my organization and for me, personally, was the
whole concept of Covid, at some point (for a lot of people – and I’ll say this tongue and cheek
because my wife included, she works here on campus, and she, to this day, works from home) –
Covid, for a lot of people became a semi-vacation, and they were still getting full pay. I think
there was some animosity there, and that was hard on our people, you know? They were like,
“Why are we still doing this? Why are we, you know, why do have to bust our tail to do all this
stuff like that?” You know? It was really hard.
I know for a lot of my staff, you know, we talk about the safety community, you know – they’re
all sitting at home, having meetings on Zoom, and we’re here busting our tail. You know, and
that was frustrating. And that’s not just for us, but for a lot of people. It really wore you down,
because you used to work in an organization where you could find a lot of satisfaction in feeding
people, in continuous improvement, in changing things like that.
[52:18]
We got so hyper-focused on Covid, that it kind of changed our outlook on what we did. And the
things that used to bring us great satisfaction were either put on the back burner, or couldn’t be
dealt with at all. Our opportunities for R&D, making new things, doing this, that and the other –
we were so hyper-focused on Covid, and making sure we were okay there that we lost a lot of
stuff.
And so, I think in our profession, the things that we got into this profession for – whether it’s
customer service, or culinary, or whatever – got a little side-tracked, and we became mask
monitors, or whatever you want to call it. And it just wore us down, you know? I had a lot of –
even right now – a lot of my people that are just, you know, wore down. They’re still tired of
people getting sick, you know, people being off, you know?
I ran into my executive chef yesterday, and he’s out there, and he’s obviously doing something
that he wouldn’t normally do – he’s doing more manual that we would have, you know, prep
cooks or something do. I says, “Hey, how you hanging man?” He goes, “I’m just tired of it.” And
I says, “Well what’s going on?” He says, “It’s just people being out, you know, it seems like we
never have a full staff.”
Because Covid still sneaks up on us. And I says, “What’s wrong?” And he says, “So and so
sprained their ankle.” [Laughing] So, it wasn’t even Covid-related – he’s just so tired. And this
persons that sprained her ankle, she’s one of our best employees, never would escape work, you
know. But it just wears you down when you come to work, and every, single day you come to
work there’s a phone a call, or there’s this, that, the other. You know, my phone rings early in the
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morning, you’re like, “Okay, which operation is down this week?” You know? And so, there’s
just so much added to our plate, and it just wears you out. You get tired.
TW:

So, one final question – is there anything else that you would like to add, concerning the effects
of Covid on you, professionally, or dining services, or USU in general?

[54:21]
AA:

You know, everything being said, as far as I’ve just mentioned with how it wore us down, I can’t
even give enough praise for my people. What they did, you know, during Covid, and how they
were able to, at the end of the day, take care of what needed to be taken care of, and adjust, and
adapt, and modify and come up with new solutions – and quickly. It wasn’t just, you know, we’ve
got a year to figure this out. It was like we need to know how to do this tomorrow. Phenomenal.
Such respect for people, you know, that worked for me and their dedication.
It would have been real easy for them to, you know, insist on working from home, or, “I’m going
to go do this,” or call in sick, or “I’ve got the sniffles,” you know? All they had to do was say,
“I’ve got a cold and the sniffles, and I don’t think I can come into work today.” There’s nothing I
can say about that, you know? It never happened. Never. They were there every day, come hell or
high water. And you know, so kudos to my team; just incredible. I can’t say enough about the
people that work for me.
And interesting enough, even the students – you know, I’ve had many of my managers that work
close to the students say, “This is the best batch of students we’ve hired in a long time.” These
kids, they’re excited to get out now, they’re excited to be socializing and be in public. And
they’ve just got a new energy about them, you know? So, that’s been great.
I think, you know, and as I look at that – I’ve been so involved with students, you know? Our
organization is so dedicated to the students – to see the dramatic impact on students. You know,
whether it’s our employees, or the people we feed – what it did to students that were locked up. I
have a lot of associations in Res Life and Housing, and to talk to those leaders and see just they
became – how their job changed to try and impact lives for the positive – they became controlling
lives for the negative (almost), you know?
And that’s, I guess, one of the things I saw that were really, really impacting me, to see the
impact on these young kids, these young, you know – so much of their life was taken away from
them, and it’s really impacted them in a negative way, you know? And it’s sad; it’s really sad to
see what it’s done to young people.

TW:

Well, Mr. Andersen, I’d like to thank you for participating in the Covid Collection Project. And I
think that we’ll end the interview now.

AA:

Okay.

[End recording – 56:53]
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